
Size

25

Pro-Motion 1200 is a totally weatherised versatile multiple format
projector, designed for a wide variety of applications: from open air
events through to large area projection shows, exhibition halls
television sets, marketing advertising, theme parks, as well as
concerts and festivals. Its versatility is expanded by a dedicated
range of effect modules and a selection of alternative optic groups,
which can be used separately or in conjunction with each other for
various truly outstanding displays to meet the professional lighting
designers requirements. Single gobo rotators, multiple rotating and
indexable gobo changers or slide changers are adjustable in rotation
speed and direction via standard 512 DMX signal. The slide changer
module can feature five 24x36mm slides. The film scroller, up to 50
frames, can be used at variable speeds for spectacular image
projection. Colour and distortion wheel rotators, beam shapers and

deflecting mirrors increase this amazingly wide list of effects. Using
a 1200W discharge lamp, this fully weatherproofed image

projector, certified to an IP44 factor against ingress
of dust and water, is suitable for both indoor

and outdoor applications. Up to 7 DMX
control channels are available for ful l

remote control of multiple module set-ups
giving a sophisticated projection show.

GR0620 PRO-MOTION 1200W

Accessories

GR 0179
GR 0171
GR 0175

DMX

5 m cod. GR0205
10 m cod. GR0206
20 m cod. GR0207
40 m cod. GR0208

Profiler Module

GR0637

Image Distortion Wheels
Module

GR0640

Deflecting Mirror

GR0641

Autofocus Module

GR0650

1 Rotogobo Module

GR0630

Dimmer/Strobe/Black-Out
Module

GR0635

5-Indexable Rotogobo
Module

GR0631

5-Indexable Slide (24X36
mm) + Black-Out Module

GR0633

Pro-Motion 1200

2-Wheel Colour Changer
Module

GR0632

GR0636 6X7cm film scroller
(50 Frames Max) module

GR0636GR0645-46-48

GR0645 F143 Focal Group
GR0646 F105 Focal Group
GR0648 Narrow Beam Lens 5¡/9¡

Optional modules
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